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Technology , TV, cinema and free time

Say what you use technology for, give opinions and 

compare types of TV programmes and films. Justify your 

opinions

Grammar: Revise regular verbs in present & past: 

AR/ER/IR verbs. Use plural opinions & adjectives.  co

Helping at home, work and future plans

Say what you do at home to help. Express what you would 

like to do as a job and explain your personal qualities.

Grammar: Revise present: regular and irregular verbs; 

make wishes for the future using: “me gustaría/ encantaría

+ infinitive= I would like. Future tense (I will….) 

Continuation: Technology , TV, cinema and free 

time

Say what you use technology for, give opinions 

and compare types of TV programmes and 

films. Justify your opinions

Grammar: Practise verbs in present & past. 

Practise plural opinions. 

Use of comparatives (more…than / 
less…than). Future tense: ir + a + infinitive

End of term assessment.

Continuation: Helping at home, work and future plans

Say what you do at home to help. Express what you would like to 

do as a job and explain your personal qualities. Make plans for the 

future.

Grammar: Revise present: regular and irregular verbs; make 

wishes for the future using: “me gustaría/ encantaría + infinitive= I 

would like”.  Future tense (I will….) 

End of Term assessment

Year 9

Continuation: Healthy lifestyles

Talk about illness; give and understand advice on health & healthy living. Discuss 

healthy and unhealthy eating.

Grammar: Use “me duele” + body part= to say something hurts. Use “(no)  hay que 
+ infinitive & (no) debes + infinitive= one must” to give advice.  Learn when to use 
verbs ser & estar (both meaning to be). Use direct pronouns: e.g. las como = I eat 

them. Continue practising use of tenses: present , past and future.

End of Term assessment

Healthy lifestyles

Talk about illness; give and understand advice on health & healthy 

living. Discuss healthy and unhealthy eating.

Grammar: Use “me duele” + body part= to say something hurts. Use 
“(no)  hay que + infinitive & (no) debes + infinitive= one must” to give 
advice.  Learn when to use verbs ser & estar (both meaning to be). 

Use direct pronouns: e.g. las como = I eat them. Continue practising 

use of tenses: present , past and future
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